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Introduction – world plastic problem
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Annual production of plastics 
worldwide from 1950 to 
2020(in million metric tons)

© Statista 2022

https://www.statista.com/statistics/report-content/statistic/282732


Introduction - waste management techniques 
Different types of waste
management techniques
employed from 2001 to 2016

According to an estimation total
27 million tonnes of waste plastic
was collected through out of
Europe in year 2016. 31% of this
total amount was recycled
successfully, 42% was subjected to
energy recovery purpose and
remaining 28% was landfilled
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Recycling routes for plastic wastes
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Hydrothermal 
Treatment (HT)



Circular economy
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Hydrothermal Treatment (HT) processes can play a role in the 
transition to a circular economy



Hydrothermal Treatment (HT) - advantages
neglecting the pre-drying process that is highly energy
intensive
the water used as a medium - the less activation energy
requirements and flexibility in producing the fuels
elimination of biological risks like pathogens existence due
to autoclaving at temperature above 120°C (in the case of
biomass eg.)
products from hydrothermal treatment of waste have less
moisture content and higher heating values
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Hydrothermal Treatment (HT) - priniciples
In this process the waste 
material is converted into useful 
product for energy production 
applications by heating it at 
elevated temperatures in the 
presence of water in high 
pressure.
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Classification of HTP of biomass with reference to the pressure-
temperature phase diagram of water



HT processes - features
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Reactor setup 
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Reactor setup
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Wind turbine probelm
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Aerial view of a turbine blade graveyard



Wind turbine probelm
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Wind turbine probelm
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HTL of wind turbine blades – 1st trials
Temperature

(oC)

Pressure
(Bar)

30
Amount of Waste (g)

3
Waste to liquid ratio

15

300

Residance Time
(Min)

60
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Research – projects in progress
Oxidative liquefaction of plastic waste. Experimental research with 
multidimensional data analysis using chemometric methods

2021/41/B/ST8/01770 Departament of Thermal Technology, Silesian University of
Technology, Research grant, National Science Center, 2011/03/D/ST8/04035, 2022-
2024

Within the proposed project, a study on the
oxidative liquefaction of waste plastics, including
COVID-19 waste (PW), photovoltaic (PV) waste,
wind turbine (WT) blades, and general domestic
plastic waste (GDW). The project comprises
experimental research on the liquefaction of
various plastic waste samples in subcritical water
enhanced with oxidative additives.
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Research – projects in progress
EuReComp “European recycling and 
circularity in large composite components”, 
2022-2026; 
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EUReCOMP aims to
provide sustainable
methods towards
recycling and reuse of
composite materials,
coming from components
used in various industries,
such as aeronautics and
wind energy



Preelimnary conclusions – tbc.
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Hydrothermal wet oxidation of wind turbine blades is a reasonably new
technique whose main objective is to reduce solid waste. This group of waste,
made with composite containing plastics, are currently regarded as
unrecyclable. During wet oxidation, the wind turbine blade is degraded in
water under subcritical conditions of temperature (150-320°C) and pressure
(20-150 bar). It is assumed that it is possible to produce a narrow group of
chemical compounds such as alcohols or alkanes (C12-C21), aldehydes (C6-C16),
ketones (C6-C19), diketones (C6-C16) and volatile fatty acids (C6-C20).
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